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Dear readers, 
 
With every new edition of the Horizons scientific journal, the 
academic public has become used to the expectation that it traces new 
pathways towards its further establishment in the international 
educational and scientific – research areas. 
 
For the coming period, just as it did previously, Horizons will 
continue to respect the principles of scientific impartiality and 
editorial justness, and will be committed to stimulating the young 
researchers in particular, to select Horizons as a place to publish the 
results of their contemporary scientific and research work. This is also 
an opportunity for those, who through publishing their papers in 
international scientific journals such as Horizons, view their future 
carrier development in the realm of professorship and scientific-
research profession. 
 
The internationalization of our Horizons journal is not to be taken as 
the furthest accomplishment of our University publishing activity. Just 
as the scientific thought does not approve of limitations of exhaustive 
achievements, so is every newly registered success of the Horizons 
editions going to give rise to new “appetites” for further objectives to 
reach. 
 
Last but not the least, we would like to express our sincere 
appreciation for the active part you all took in the process of 
designing, creating, final shaping and publishing the scientific journal. 
Finally, it is with your support that Horizons is on its way to attain its 
deserved, recognizable place where creative, innovative and 
intellectually autonomous scientific reflections and potentials will be 
granted affirmation, as well as an opportunity for a successful 
establishment in the global area of knowledge and science.  
 
 
Sincerely, 
Editorial Board  
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Abstract 

 
This paper attempts to analyze discourse connectives а and и in the 

Macedonian language which are equivalent to the English discourse 
connective and. The analysis is based on Deborah Schiffrin’s in depth 
analysis of discourse markers in the English language.  

The focus of attention of this study is to investigate the various positions 
of these discourse connectives in the discourse structure; as well as the 
pragmatic functions they perform.   

Key words: discourse markers, connectives, Macedonian, English 
 
 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 
Discourse connectives, as a special sub-group of discourse markers188, 

however unnoticeable and insignificant may seem, compared to the rest of 
the elements in the discourse structure, do contribute greatly to the meaning 
of the talk units (Schiffrin, 1987). 

This paper deals with the English discourse connective and and its 
Macedonian counterparts a and и. The aim of the paper is to investigate 
whether the same syntactic and pragmatic principles guide their usage in 
spoken discourse. More precisely, the comparison, in fact, relies heavily on 
Schiffrin’s (1987) findings with regard to the discourse connective and in 
English. 

                                                 
187 original scientific paper 
188 During the past ten years, the study of DMs has turned into a growth industry in 
linguistics, with dozens of articles appearing yearly. Unfortunately, the term has 
different meanings for different groups of researchers, and we find work on DMs 
done under a variety of labels including, but not limited to discourse connectives, 
discourse operators, discourse particles etc. (Frazer, 1999) 

mailto:silvanakolevska@yahoo.com
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In the first section of the paper some theoretical background pertaining to 
discourse markers is provided. In other words, this section presents some of 
the most important definitions of discourse markers, as well as their 
importance from both syntactic and pragmatic perspective. After that, the 
research methodology is briefly discussed, and, consequently, the subsequent 
section offers a discussion of the results of the analysis, followed by the 
concluding remarks in the last section. 
 

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
 

     Some words and phrases help to develop ideas and relate them to one 
another. These kinds of words and phrases are often called discourse 
markers. At first glance, the term discourse markers, seems quite ambiguous 
and fuzzy, but once a language analyst starts to deal with discourse analysis, 
it soon becomes obvious that this term is an indispensable part of it. Namely, 
as Schiffrin (1987: 49) herself states the analysis of discourse markers is part 
of the more general analysis of discourse - how speakers and hearers jointly 
integrate forms, meanings and actions to make overall sense out of what is 
said.   

Redeker (1990: 34) presents another similar definition claiming that 
discourse markers are linguistic expressions used to signal the relation of an 
utterance to its immediate context, with the primary function of bringing to 
the listener’s attention a particular kind of linkage of the upcoming utterance 
with the immediate context. 
    These language devices play a significant role in language usage from 
both syntactic and pragmatic perspective. Thus, syntactically they belong to 
different grammatical categories (word classes) that have various functions 
such as: adverbials (e.g. then, now, actually, first, anyway), coordinating 
conjuncts (e.g. and, or, but), interjections (e.g. oh, well, hm, mm) etc. From 
pragmatic perspective they are all subsumed under the common term 
“discourse markers” that serve as cohesive devices or interpretative links 
between different parts of discourse structure. In other words, although they 
do not themselves create meaning, they are clues used by speakers and 
hearers to find the meaning of utterances. Thus, Schiffrin (1987), who have 
investigated the occurrences of discourse markers in spoken language, i.e. in 
argumentative discourse (monologues and dialogues) came to a conclusion 
that discourse markers neither have strict positions nor perform just one 
function in the discourse structure itself.  

The starting point for this research is Shiffrin’s (1987: 128) claim that the 
English discourse connective and has two roles in talk: it coordinates idea 
units and it continues a speaker’s action. According to Schiffrin (1987: 128) 
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and is by far the most frequently used mode of connection in English. She 
backs this claim up by providing empirical evidence based on her own 
research in which “1002 clause-sized idea units were prefaced by and, 
compared to 440 by but, 206 by so and only 53 by or”. 

In Macedonian, as it can be confirmed by English–Macedonian 
dictionaries and vice versa189, there are two discourse connectives, и and а 
which act as counterparts of the English and. 

 
METHODOLOGY 

 
 As this paper focuses on analyzing the discourse connectives a and и in 

Macedonian, based on the scientific insights into their English counterpart 
and (Schiffrin, 1987) we opted for compiling a corpus which consists of one 
hour of recorded authentic monologues and dialogues of Macedonian native 
speakers.  

The analyzed speech, in fact, came from two different sources: a) 
recorded authentic informal conversations between friends and colleagues of 
the author of this paper, and b) recorded formal conversations presented on 
television. 

Initially, the analysis focused on locating the positions of these discourse 
connectives in the discourse structure; after which, their pragmatic functions 
were given some serious deliberation.  
    

ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS 
 
   Although discourse connectives at first glance may seem as the most 
insignificant elements compared to the rest of the linguistic elements used in 
discourse structures, the analysis below will provide sufficient evidence in 
favor of the claim that these elements play an important role in discourse. 
Actually they contribute greatly to the existence of diverse meanings in units 
of conversation and without them a great number of nuances of meaning 
would be lost.  

                                                 
189Big English-Macedonian Dictionary (Second Edition, 2001). Published in 
Macedonia; Big Macedonian-English Dictionary (Third edition, 2006). Skopje: 
Cobiss 
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In this research, also, the number of occurrences of и and a, has 
significantly outnumbered the rest of the discourse connectives. However, it 
seems that in Macedonian и is a far more commonly used discourse 
connective of these two because it prevails in all of the recorded and 
analyzed conversations.  
In addition, the analysis focused on determining: a) the positions of и and a 
in discourse structure, and b) their pragmatic functions in discourse structure 
as well. 

With regard to their positions as discourse connectives we base our 
analysis on Schiffrin’s (1987: 131) claim that arguments, i.e. ‘discourse 
through which speakers support disputable positions’, generally, consist of 
position and support. Schffrin purports that the discourse connective and, in 
particular can work at different levels of discourse structure. First of all, it 
can work at the most local levels of discourse structure connecting events 
within the position and the support. 

    Investigating the ‘behavior’ of и and a in Macedonian with respect to their 
allocation within discourse structure of an argument, it is easily discernable 
that they can also be found within the two aforementioned basic structure 
units, namely the position and the support. 
      Example (1) illustrates the function of и used to join events within the 
position. This extract has been taken from a television debate on the moral 
decadence of young people in our society. In the example that follows, a 
Macedonian priest first sets his position that young people who have certain 
misunderstandings with their parents or face other problems could always 
turn to the church for advice and help. Then, he continues with his support 
(which is not presented here since at this point it is not relevant) by singling 
out some instances when the church was very helpful to young people in 
need. 

  

(1) 
Priest: The church is available for the young people as much as it could be 
by means of the influence of its priests and what young people could not 
trust their parents with, they could always confess it to a priest because 
priests cannot betray the confessor’s trust even when they face capital 
punishment (position)….. 
(Sve{tenik:  Crkvata e dostapna za mladiot ~ovek onolku kolku {to 
mo`e da bide preku vlijanieto na parohiskiot sve{tenik, i ona {to 
mladite ne mo`at da go ka`at na roditelot slobodno mo`at da go 
ka`at na sve{tenikot  preku ispoved zatoa {to sve{tenikot po 
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cena na smrtna kazna ne smee da ja proneveri doverbata na 
ispovednikot…) 

 

In the next example (2), и is used in the position of the argument 
presented by a family friend. In fact, she is describing a robbery that has 
happened recently in the local grocery store and after a lengthy description 
of what actually happened which serves as a support for her initial position 
she finishes her description by re-establishing the position once again at the 
end of her talk (‘…and they took all the money from the counter’). 
 
(2) 
Friend:   … and they took all the money from the counter. 
(Пријателка:  ... i site pari gi zele од касата.) 
               

Furthermore, и could be found in the support of the argument. In (3) the 
presence of и can be witnessed within the support joining two or more events 
together. А colleague at work first states her position (‘It depends... it 
depends on what one expects’) and then she provides support for her 
statement (‘For example I often hear people commenting…’) by joining the 
events within the support with и. 
 
(3) 
Ме:  Is nightlife successful in Bitola? 
Friend: It depends ... it depends on what one expects (position). For        
example, I often hear people commenting “We were here and there“ and       
the other one asks“ What’s up there?” and the first one replays “Nothing  
special”(support) 
(Јас: Dali e uspe{en no}niot `ivot vo Bitola? 
Пријателка: Zavisi... zavisi od toa koj {to o~ekuva. Na primer dosta       
~esto slu{am muabet od tipot „Бevme tamu i tamu“ i drugiot vika „И     
 {to ima?“ i ovoj vika „И ni{to nema“.)   
 

И and a, just like and in English could also be found at a higher level of 
discourse structure of an argument, namely, they can connect two pieces of 
support (Schiffrin, 1987: 135). To be more specific, the second support is 
preceded by and and its sole function is to elaborate further on the first 
support. What follows is an extract from an interview with a former Prime 
Minister of R. Macedonian, broadcast by a local television station. The issue 
that he is discussing concerns foreign investments in Macedonia at the time 
when he was holding the office. 
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(4) 
Prime Minister: I wanted to have American and English investors. But … I 
also wanted to have Bulgarian investors, but the Greeks were the most 
interested ones (position). But from what I know 1000 to 1500 Greek firms 
were interested in investing in Macedonia. And when the Social Democratic 
Party came to power these firms diverted their interest towards Bulgaria (1st 
support). And now if you look at the situation in Bulgaria they have 1500 
Greek investors in the Republic of Bulgaria (2nd  support). 
(Премиерот: Jas sakav da ima amerikanski i angliski investitori 
me|utoa... sum sakal i bugarski investitori da ima, me|utoa Grcite bea 
najzainteresirani. Me|utoa od  ona {to jas go znam, 1000 do 1500 gr~ki 
firmi najavuvaa svoj vlez vo makedonskata ekonomijai posle doa|aweto 
na SDSM tie se preorentiraa vo Bugarija. I sega ako ja gledate  
situacijata vo Bugarija tie sega imaat vlez na 1500 grчki firmi vo 
Republika Bugarija.) 

 
   In sum, the Macedonian discourse connectives a and и, just like their 
English equivalent and, could be found in different positions in discourse 
structure. Namely, in local units joining events within the support and the 
position, as well as in the global units joining two pieces of support or 
position within one and the same discourse structure. These findings indicate 
that and, i.e. и and a do not have strict positions in the discourse structure 
and that they could freely move to different levels depending on the 
discourse goals. 

Furthermore, the research was also intended to confirm that just like and, 
its Macedonian counterparts, и and а, also can perform a variety of 
pragmatic functions in discourse. Thus, for instance, and can be used in 
repeated attempts to continue an interaction which was threatened by an 
alternative talk. In other words, speakers use and to convey that they have 
more to say regardless of another alternatively proposed activity (Schiffrin, 
1987: 143). To illustrate this pragmatic function of the discourse markers a 
and и in Macedonian, here again we will refer to the priest’s interview since, 
at one point, the host of the debate wants to interrupt him and to divert the 
conversation into another direction, but the priest not being ready to 
relinquish the floor interrupts the host’s question and continues his previous 
topic by using и. 

 

(5) 
Host:  I will interrupt you now. Let me … 
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Priest: And … let me just mention the institutional undertakings of the 
church. In Strumica there is a center for protection and rehabilitation of 
drug addicts … 
(Voditelot: Jas }e Ve prekinam sega, dozvolete da… 
Sve{tenikot: I … samo u{te {to institucionalno pravi crkvata… Vo 
Strumica ima centar za za{tita i oporavuvawe od droga i  
norkomanija… )    
                

И and a are often used as fillers. Namely, when the speaker needs some 
more time to figure out what to say next or when he/she is uncertain how to 
shape his subsequent thought. But the interesting issue in such situations is 
that the hearer very often takes advantage of it in order to add his/her 
comments, which could be agreements or disagreements with the previous 
statement of the speaker (Schiffrin, 1987: 148). In Example (6) two 
Macedonian politicians are having a fierce debate about the recent changes 
introduced to the right to protest in Macedonia. The first politician at one 
point of his statement, namely, just after и shows some signs of reluctance 
how to finish his statement and at that point the second politician ‘attacks’ 
him swiftly, i.e. interrupts him with his comment which is basically a 
disagreement.    
 
(6) 
 First politician: No matter what, you should allow people to protest                                             
and … (sometimes just try to listen to them ...) 
Second politician: Who prevents them from protesting?                 
(Политичар 1: Bez razlika na se dozvolete im na lu|eto da protestiraat i 
( ponekoga{ obidete se da gi slu{nete) 
 Политичар 2: Кој им go brani toa? Najdete mi go ~lenot vo koj toa     
   se zabranuva …) 
   

When speakers express their views about a certain topic they seldom stick 
only to the relevant pieces of information that are in favor of their argument. 
In other words, they very often expand their statements with additional 
comments that do not contribute much to the point they are trying to make. 
By choosing to enrich their claims, they express their willingness to 
‘cooperate’, or, simply, they cannot avoid doing all those digressions in the 
complex and simultaneous process of thinking and talking. Thus, by putting 
and in front of certain utterances they unconsciously emphasize the fact that 
they are delimiting the relevant parts of their statement from the less 
significant ones (Schiffrin, 1987: 142). 

 In (7) a popular talk show hostess converses with a fellow journalist-
investigator who has recently visited a tribe in the Himalayas. The reason for 
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this visit was the recent scientific theory that these people are ancient 
relatives to Macedonian people. In this part of their conversation she is 
commenting on the video recordings they have made on their way to these 
‘distant relatives’.  
 
(7) 
Journalist: I think that they have been completely isolated until 1978, 
 then their first road was built, that’s Karakorum Road built up the 
Karakorum Mountain, and then they made their first contacts with 
civilization and they cherished its benefits… 
(Novinarka: Mislam Hunzite bile izolirani potpolno do 1978 godina, 
koga e napraven prviot pat do kaj niv toa e Karakorum Road po 
Karakorum planinatai toga{ prvpat kaj niv e navlezena civilizacija 
 i tie imaat poprimeno se {to e civilizaciska pridobivka) 
 
   As we can see her initial comment refers to their utter seclusion up to 
1978; then she proceeds with some additional information about their first 
road, actually their first link with the rest of the world providing some details 
about the construction of this road and she eventually returns to her initial 
point, i.e. their seclusion and first contacts with the civilized world. It is 
easily noticeable that she uses и right in front of the important bits and 
pieces of information. 

Schiffrin (1987: 148) also discusses another pragmatic function of and, 
when the speaker uses it to end his statement and when he/she wants to ask 
his/her interlocutor to confirm the validity of his/her statement or when he 
simply invites him/her to state his/her opinion.  

In the following example, a family member, is making ironic remarks 
about his efforts to give up smoking in the presence of a family friend. At 
the end of his talk he asks his friend to promise him that if he succeeds in 
quitting this bad habit he will buy him a treat. Since both of them are aware 
of the ironic tone of this comment, the friend’s response to this request is 
also ironic and at the end is reinforced by and to signal his disbelief. 
Actually, thus, the family member is invited to dispel his friend’s suspicion 
and to reveal his further intentions regarding his smoking cigarettes. 
 
(8)  
Friend:  Big deal, and…? 
(Пријател: Голема работа, и ... ?) 

 
И and a in Macedonian could also be used at the beginning of a question 

for the same reason as when it is located at the end, namely, to encourage the 
interlocutor to go on talking and provide further information. A TV 
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presenter, in his talk show discusses the existence of non-identified flying 
objects with his guests. When one of his guests who witnessed such object 
describes his personal experience, the host is impatient to get some details 
and interrupts him with his question. 

 
(9)  

Host: And you saw it? 
(Voditel: I ti go vide toa?) 

          
The abovementioned position and function of a in questions is also 

illustrated by another local television hostess’ question, addressed to her 
quest who is a plastic surgeon.  
(10)  
Hostess: And whose silicone breasts, in your opinion, are the best ... Choose 
among Pamela, Pamela, Pamela, Ceca?  
    (Vesna:  A {to misi{ koi se najdobro napraveni silikonski gradi  “    
    od primerite Pamela, Pamela, Pamela, Ceca?) 

 
   И could be used in questions when an interviewer has already asked two or 
more interlocutors the same question and all of them are expected to 
respond. Then in order not to repeat the entire question he would simply use 
a short version of the question implying that the other person is also 
expected to answer the same question. Example (11) is part of a discussion 
on the advantages and disadvantages of field and office work between two 
programmers. When the first programmer finished expressing his opinion I 
expected that the second programmer would immediately continue 
expressing her point of view but after a brief silence I reminded her that she 
was also expected to give her point of view by simply saying: 

 
(11)   
Interviewer: And you? 
(Intervjuer: A ti?) 

 
   Very frequently и is the only member of the question issued by the hearer 
and it refers to the speaker’s previous comment, requiring additional 
information. On the other hand, и being the sole member of the question can 
also indicate irony on the part of the speaker. For instance, while the first 
programmer mentioned in the previous example was expressing his point of 
view about computer programming, the second programmer, at one point, 
obviously making fun of his complete dedication to programming, invited 
him to finish his thought by posing an ironic and-question. 
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(12) 
First programmer: I see programming as solving problems and each problem 
is a challenge for me. 
Second programmer: And? 
(Prv programer: Jas programiraweto go gledam kako re{avawe na problemi, i sekoj 
problem za mene  e predizvik.  
Vtor programer: I?)  

 
On the basis of all of the above presented excerpts from the analyzed 

corpus, we are pretty confident to state that just like the English discourse 
connective and, its Macedonian counterparts, и and а, can also perform 
several different pragmatic functions. 

 
CONCLUSION 
 

In conclusion, our small scale pilot research, based on Schiffrin’s study of 
the English discourse connective and, reveals that the same rules apply to the 
Macedonian counterparts of and, и and а, in terms of their position and 
pragmatic functions in discourse structure. 

This research, in fact, confirms the claim that although the language 
elements of this type are not the main bearer of the semantic meaning of 
utterances, yet, they greatly contribute to the creation of various nuances of 
meaning, which is of a paramount importance in people’s interactions. 
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